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My Red Pill 

You take the blue pill – the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You 

take the red pill – you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes. 

- The Matrix 

 

My red pill was not a specific, isolated offering of awareness versus ignorance, but rather a series. One 

that took the shape of reading material, beginning with Race Matters by Cornel West and culminated in God, the 

Black and Truth by Ben Ammi. These texts, respectively, initiated my ongoing thirst for information and offered 

guidance to my personal revolution. 

Race Matters addressed the empire’s oldest and, arguably, most serious problem. In doing so, it inspired 

my continuing examination of a wide range of the sociopolitical issues, people and practices which have defined 

American history.  

Reading God, the Black Man and Truth was like accessing the blueprint of how I was raised and why. 

More than that, it helped channel my frustration, anger and rage onto a path of fundamental transformation – 

toward justice, equality and peace. 

As these books crossed my path years apart, many other reads contributed to the slow, steady process 

of questioning, learning, resisting, building, persevering. A key element of such progression, though, is found in 

the sharing of our life experiences. Which begs the question. . .what was your red pill? 
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The Information Age 

Such a pleasure to live and experience the Information Age. Thanks to human innovation, a seemingly 

infinite amount of information is literally in our pockets, at our fingertips, a couple mouse clicks away. Never in 

the history of the world has news been available so widespread or travelled so fast.  

While remarkably informative, these times are also rife with the dangers of deception and 

misinformation. Governments willfully and outright lie to their constituents. Once considered the fourth estate, 

major media outlets now compound government deceit with corporate propaganda that only amplifies the 

treachery – always to the detriment of the working class. Proletarians in America and around the world are 

waking to these realities. Which helps explain why I’ve been asked on several occasions, “Which news sources 

are trustworthy? Where do you go to stay informed?” 

Filtering through ruling class propaganda is not always easy, especially from within the confines of the 

American Empire. It requires piecing together information from several sources. Said sources – whether 

mainstream or independent – must be objectively vetted, as no news organization is beyond reproach. Given 

diligent research, dots can be connected and a clear picture formed. That said, the following are a few news 

outlets that I frequent. 

When domestic affairs are the focus, I visit Democracy NOW!, Real News Network, The Final Call and 

others. Each offers independent, uncompromising journalism – that covers a whole host of national issues – as 

well as ample insightful viewpoints. 

On the subject of foreign policy and international news, I frequent Russia Today, Press TV and Global 

Research, to name a few. Their reporting, too, is hard-hitting and stands in stark contrast to the profit-driven 

infotainment that clogs American airwaves. 
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In keeping with today’s technology, each station mentioned has a YouTube channel and – in some cases 

– a mobile app. More important than ever before, made more convenient than ever before, staying well-

informed is not an option. It is our duty. 
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The End of Wage Slavery 

Raise the minimum wage! 

We need a living wage! 

The median wage is declining! 

There should be a maximum wage! 

While I cannot disagree with the validity any of these statements, they all dance around the edges of the 

issue. The problem is not the level of wages, but the wage system itself. Anyone who receives a wage – no 

matter how large or small – is being robbed. When one labors – i.e. contributes to the production of goods or 

services – one should receive the fruits of said labor. However, under this capitalist construct in which workers 

are exploited for our labor, an hourly wage or an annual salary is paid – only after the capitalists have pillaged 

the wealth created by the very same workers. Thus is the modern wage system. Even when a worker is paid 

seemingly handsomely – say six or seven figures – they’re still being robbed due to the fact that they’re 

producing more wealth than they take home. This reality holds true for the migrant farmers who provide our 

sustenance, as well as the millionaire athletes who entertain the masses. 

Many different reforms have been suggested, attempted and even accomplished; everything from 

implementing and repeatedly raising the minimum wage to putting limits on executive salaries and corporate 

profits. Obviously, these measures have failed – as extreme poverty, income inequality and wealth disparity 

have not only continued, but exponentially increased. 

The solution is found in an entirely new paradigm of thought and action; one in which the wage system 

is abolished entirely. The Free World Charter has offered us a beautiful blueprint for a more just, prosperous 

economic future – without money. The Venus Project, as well as the Zeitgeist Movement, also advocates 

programs of economic equality. Humanity has proven capable of countless things once thought to be mere 
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utopian dreams. And it is in that spirit of imagination, capacity and determination through which we will 

establish economic justice for the global proletariat. 
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The Constitution Is Obsolete 

The United States Constitution has run its course. In fact, it ran its course a long time ago. Ever since its 

inception the Constitution has served to oppress the very people it’s supposedly meant to protect. To be clear, 

this document was never intended to grant rights, as no piece of parchment can do that. Its intention was rather 

to protect the citizens’ rights from government infringement. And at that it’s done a mediocre job, at best. 

The long litany of abuses are not limited the Patriot Act, the NDAA, free speech zones, presidential kill 

lists, gun regulations, border patrol checkpoints, and NSA spying. That the list goes on all but screams how much 

regard the U.S. government pays to its constitution. Of course, many Americans are well aware of these abuses 

and are rightfully enraged. Countless among us are actively working to restore the fundamental principles of the 

document many consider paramount.  

However, given the physical and financial slavery made legal by the Thirteenth and Sixteenth 

Amendments, respectively. Given the outdated nature of a loosely crafted social contract among American 

plutocrats generations past. Given the repeated and increasingly egregious violations by the very same people 

sworn to uphold it. Given its uselessness at improving working class quality of life…it’s past time for proletarians 

in America to divorce ourselves from the concept of constitutional authority. 
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Chickens Coming Home 

“Now what Malcolm X said when got silenced by Elijah Muhammad was, in fact, true. America’s chickens…are 

coming home…to roost.” 

- Reverend Jeremiah Wright 

 

Words spoken in the aftermath of the horror of 9/11 and they remain just as poignant today. That 

fateful hour saw America visited by the very same death and destruction she has so often sown around the 

world. And here again, because the American people have yet to study history – much less learn from it – more 

chickens are making their way home to roost. This time in the form of torture, drones and indefinite detention. 

This week, a federal judge authorized the force-feeding of California prisoners currently on hunger 

strike. Of course, this type of torture is nothing new to the dozens of “enemy combatants” incarcerated in the 

empire’s naval base at Guantanamo Bay. Over the past couple years, the Federal Aviation Administration has 

approved the use of drones over U.S. airspace, clearing the way for Americans to feel a taste of the terror 

endured daily by civilians in Northwest Pakistan. And not least, in 2011, the federal government empowered the 

U.S. military to imprison American citizens – without charge, without trial, anywhere in the world, for any 

amount of time…a grave threat that our Muslim brethren worldwide have become very familiar with. 

For decades, most people in these United States have been largely exempt from such horrific crimes 

against humanity. No longer. Atrocities that were once greeted with a blind eye are now affecting American 

citizens. And will continue to do so relative to the level of resistance put forth by people living within the 

empire’s immediate borders.  

This chapter in history has yet to be completed though. And many proletarians – including P.A.N.D.A., 

Drones Watch, and Close Gitmo - are actively working to stop the current totalitarian course. How effectively we 
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organize and resist such fascism will determine its limits. The accuracy in Reverend Wright’s words rings just as 

loudly as the truth in Frederick Douglass’s. . . 

“The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress.” 
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Why Syria Should NOT Give Up Chemical Weapons 

On the issue of weapons of mass destruction - chemical weapons in particular - the United States is once 

again thumping its chest. And just as before, the empire has absolutely zero credibility. 

 

Let's set aside the evidence pointing to a Saudi-financed, US-backed chemical attack by rebel forces in 

Syria last month. Let's set aside America's use of napalm in Japan, Agent Orange in Vietnam, white phosphorus 

in Iraq and depleted uranium in Libya. Let's set aside US support for Saddam Hussein's use of chemicals against 

both Kurds and Iranians. Let's set aside America's silence regarding Apartheid Israel's use of white phosphorus 

against Palestinian civilians. 

 

American duplicity notwithstanding, this most recent false flag in Syria has raised the prospect of the 

Arab nation surrendering its chemical arsenal. And while on the surface, that seems like a reasonable - if not 

great - idea, here's why it's not. 

 

While the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction has undoubtedly been a horrific stain on human 

history, the mere possession of them has served to deter Western military aggression. As is the case with North 

Korea. Contrarily, when a nation relinquishes WMD, an imperialist assault soon follows. As was the case in Iraq. 

As was the case in Libya. Which may be exactly what this entire charade of US "retaliatory strikes" has been 

about - weakening Syria's defenses, thereby diminishing the capabilities of the Resistance Axis in the region 

(Iran, Syria, Hezbollah). Zionists from Washington to Tel Aviv will surely be thrilled. 

 

Though ridding the world of such weapons should be a priority for all nations, those guilty of deploying 

WMD should be the first to disarm - starting with the United States and Apartheid Israel. Otherwise, history tells 
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us that if Syria ends up surrendering its chemical weapons, then we should expect Western military 

bombardment not long after. And all the chaos that goes with it. 
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Understand: A Love Story 

I have never, ever been so intrigued. 

Not sure if it's her immaculate taste in music that all but mirrors my own. 

Or if it's her painfully triumphant personal narrative. 

What I am sure of, though, is her desires; I want them fulfilled. 

I want her to understand that I understand. 

Understand that I'm infatuated with her writing. I must’ve read each of her words at least twice. 

Understand that her cheek bones are the most perfectly sculpted that have ever pleasured these eyes. 

Understand that the word 'intrigued' does little to no justice for my level of curiosity. 

Also understand that I'm appreciative. 

I appreciate the opportunity to even know her.  

To send her messages each morning that - I hope - bring a smile to her face. 

I like it when she smiles. 

I appreciate her even noticing me, much less blessing me with such gracious compliments. 
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I appreciate her inspiring me to write this. 

Earlier today we discussed things that make us happy. I'm happy to add another to my list... 

Her. 

I could go on forever, but words can only explain so much. I just hope she understands. 
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12 Years A Slave: Niggerized and Admired 

For packing so much critical detail into just a couple hours of Hollywood cinema, props to the creators of 

this film. In addition to portraying an important era of US history that many among us would love to see 

forgotten and never spoken of again, 12 Years A Slave offers considerable food for thought. 

Foremost among said food is that systematic kidnap, imprisonment, torture, forced labor and murder 

was perfectly legal in the 1840s. And it was only by way of threat, intimidation and the use of force that such a 

system was even possible. A very important lesson in the necessity of both practicing the Non-Aggression 

Principle and maintaining arms to defend against those who don’t. 

The crimes against humanity that were legal in the 1800s have also proven legal in the 21
st

 Century. 

Though not yet accepted as treatment for the so-called law-abiding American citizen, such terror is a very grim 

reality for our fellow human beings – from Pelican Bay to Guantanamo Bay. And given such legal precedent as 

the NDAA and presidential kill lists, the door to pre-Civil War America has been flung wide open. A broader net 

with tighter mesh has been thrown, which will inevitably infringe upon the liberties of the once law-abiding 

American citizen. 

Another thought yet comes to mind; this one expressed by Cornel West… 

“When you’re niggerized, you’re unsafe, unprotected, subject to random violence, hated for 

who you are. You become so scared that you defer to the powers that be and you’re willing to 

consent to your own domination. And that’s the history of Black people in America.” 

Solomon Northrup’s story is proof. While it seemed that he submitted to terrorism and servitude in the 

interest of self-preservation, there were many Black people he encountered that had fully internalized their 

subjugation. The parallels to those of us currently suffering from Stockholm Syndrome are glaring, to say the 

least. 
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Most remarkable, in my opinion, was how human our enslaved forefathers remained throughout such 

vicious circumstances. Whether they were singing songs, or making crafts, or experiencing other uplifting – 

albeit fleeting – moments, our ancestors’ humanity outshined their bondage tenfold. 

Lastly, just as observing the actions of Louis Gates in “The Butler” stimulated a greater respect for 

freedom fighters such as The Black Panthers – watching 12 Years A Slave inspired newfound admiration for 

soldiers like Nathaniel Turner and Denmark Vesey. Violent oppression demands violent resistance. Those 

inflicting violence upon the innocent must be dealt with accordingly. Or as the great abolitionist Frederick 

Douglass once said… 

“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will.” 
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Reform 2.0 

Reform is for those with connections. Revolution is for The People. 

- Malcolm X 

 

Societal reforms in America have historically amounted to the reorganization of power and 

wealth, never to the benefit of the working class – the creators of said power and wealth. Hence 

Malcolm’s sentiment. And as I agree with the Brother Minister, I also appreciate the beautiful efforts of 

those proletarians working to reform different facets of the current paradigm, helping to ease the pain 

and suffering of society’s most vulnerable. However, I’m hearing too many cheers – from working class 

people no less – for the new law reforming health insurance in history’s richest nation. 

I can understand why the capitalists are thrilled. The Patient Protection and Affordable 

Healthcare Act guarantees that insurance corporations will make more profits from American sickness 

than ever before. Which means workers will continue to be exploited; thus is the historical pattern of 

“reform” in these United States. 

Though even when reform yields tangible gains, they are usually short-lived as said gains are 

easily reversible. Only by way of militant, revolutionary action has the proletariat experienced 

sustained improvement in our daily lives. That having been said – here’s my suggestion for a 

worthwhile reform. 

Instead of healthcare.gov, we setup a different website – one that allows the tax payers to 

manage the wealth that is stolen from every one of our paychecks. Through this site – let’s call it 
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TaxDollars.gov – the citizenry will have the opportunity to decide directly how their tax dollars are 

spent. Following the same format for managing one’s 401K, the tax payer would designate for which 

endeavors their money is allocated. For example – sixty percent, thirty percent and ten percent of 

one’s taxes could be directly allotted for clean energy, education and healthcare, respectively. Local, 

state and national priorities would be established in a more horizontal, decentralized way than this 

nation has ever seen. 

We often hear figures, percentages and costs thrown around by politicians and pundits. More 

than 80% of Americans against the occupation of Afghanistan. Only one in five Americans believe the 

War on Drugs has been worth the costs. Billions spent killing working class people abroad while 

millions of proletarians languish at home. With a tool such as TaxDollars.gov, people will finally be able 

to directly decide how these issues are rectified. Many agree that things such as corporate subsidies 

and bailouts should be replaced by investments in jobs, education and infrastructure. The problem, 

though, has been representation. The people (s)elected to represent the masses have never done so. 

TaxDollars.gov would allow the masses to “represent” ourselves. No need for politicians. 

On the issue of healthcare in particular, this project can facilitate the reduction of trillions in 

military spending, redirecting those funds toward the Medicare-for-All, single-payer healthcare system 

we desperately need. 

With the potential to empower the working masses, as well as further the cause of economic 

justice, an instrument such as TaxDollars.gov can also prove itself a significant stepping stone on this 

path toward liberation. 
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